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This beginner-level course teaches you to the basics needed to start utilizing ACL Analytics to import your data 

and prepare it for analysis. 

Who should take this course? 

This course is an introduction to importing and preparing data in ACL Analytics, designed for new and beginner users 

who want to learn the concepts and features needed to start importing data into ACL Analytics and identifying data 

quality issues. 

Knowledge level Basic 

Field of study ◦  Computer software and applications  

Prerequisites ◦  Basic computer skills  

◦  Basics of ACL Analytics (ACL 100) 

◦  Filters, computed fields,  & functions in 

ACL Analytics (ACL 102) 

Advanced preparation N/A 

Recommended CPEs 4.0 

Most recent review date February 19, 2018 

Delivery method Self-study 

Expiration date One year from registration date 

In order to be eligible to receive CPEs, you must pass the final exam (70%) within one year of registering for this 

course. This course is compatible with the non-Unicode version of ACL. 

 



 

 

 

What is it about? 

This course explores various methods of importing data into ACL Analytics and focuses on best 

practices for preparing data to ensure data integrity. This course is designed for beginner-level 

users who want to get started with importing source data in ACL Analytics. 

In this course, you'll learn to use ACL Analytics to efficiently and effectively import source data 

and identify and remediate data integrity issues. 

How can I register? 

If you have an active ACL software subscription, you can register from the course catalog on ACL 

Academy. 

What will I learn? 

The course is organized into two sections, emphasizing best practice methodology: 

1. Importing data 

◦  Identify data sources and methods of acquiring data 

◦  Identify and differentiate the different source file formats ACL Analytics can import 

◦  Import various source files into ACL, including fixed-width, delimited, and Excel files 

◦  Verify if data was imported correctly  

◦  Identify when to leverage the most appropriate feature(s) in a given scenario 

2. Preparing data 

◦  Identify common threats to data integrity 

◦  Combat integrity threats with integrity tests 

◦  Calculate controls to verify the correctness of imported data using COUNT, TOTAL, 

STATISTICS commands 

◦  Test the quality of data by checking for bounds, completeness, and uniqueness 

◦  Assess whether data is reasonable using association testing and recalculations 

https://academy.acl.com/catalog


 

 

 

Policies & statements 

For information on ACL Academy's policies and statements, including CPE eligibility, exam retake 

policy, refund policy, complaint resolution policy etc. please refer to About CPE accreditation on 

ACL Academy. 

Official NASBA registration statement 

ACL Services Ltd. is registered with the National Association of State Boards of 

Accountancy (NASBA), as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the 

National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority 

on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding 

registered sponsors may be submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors 

through its website: www.nasbaregistry.org. 

https://academy.acl.com/about-cpes
http://www.nasbaregistry.org/

